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Who is medi?
medi® is committed to helping people all around the world live a more 
independent, productive and satisfying life while managing circulatory, lymphatic 
and ambulatory issues.  medi takes its position as a global leader in medical 
compression and orthopedics seriously by investing in research, education, 
innovation by providing the latest technologies and enabling our patients to not 
only manage their challenges, but to enjoy life to its fullest.

“I feel better” is a statement of our commitment to our customers, clinicians and 
patients to deliver upon our promises of unparalleled service, educational support 
and healthy outcomes in the clinical segments we participate.

driving the future of compression

 
 

medi customers and partners are at the center of our day-to-day work. We want 
partners to be believers in our products and highly satisfied with their daily 
interactions with medi. As a leader in our industries, we will continue to fulfill our 
fundamental social responsibilities, and we look forward to accomplishing our goals 
with you as our partner!

more than compression…
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Keys to successful compression therapy

compression & compliance

Manufactured to exacting standards, 
medi compression products rise above 
the competition in rigorous testing to 
provide accurate and effective medical 
compression.

In a published clinical study, 70% of patients 
wearing mediven stockings were still wearing  
them after 16 months.

Acu-Knit fabric 
• Advanced fibers that provide   

moisture regulation 
• Anti-microbial properties to control odor   

in the garment 
• All products are latex and cotton-free

making it easy for patients 
• Easy application & donning aids
• Machine-washable and dryer safe
• Inelastic wraps with Built-In-Pressure  

SystemTM (BPS TM)

quality and standards

proven wearability, 
proven results

• FDA registered
• Compliance with multi-step internal quality  
    assurance testing
• ISO certfied medical device manufacturer

To ensure best patient outcomes, medi products are made with expansive sizing options to ensure a proper fit 
and delivery of measurable compression levels.

Perfect Fit technology for 
wearing comfort
• Expansive sizing options for   

ready-made products
• Anatomical “shape” and soft-elastic  

knit in foot

comprehensive & confidence
medi’s individualized solutions fit every lifestyle with our expansive product options. Our comprehensive 
product lines are always at the cutting edge of development:

30-day wear guarantee
The patient can return the product for any 
reason related to the fit, comfort or style of 
the medi product.

6-month compression guarantee
medi compression products will deliver 
the stated compression for a minimum of 6 
months.

customer service 
• With a 98% fulfillment rate, receive 

timely and accurate processing of your 
orders.

• medi’s certified, knowledgeable 
customer service and sales staff are 
available to answer all of your questions.

• Orders are placed 24-hours a day, from 
anywhere in the world, and real-time 
information about order status can be 
given at a moment’s notice.

medi compression qualityready-to-wear mediven product lines:
• fashion - sheer & soft, comfort, comfort 

vitality, for men classic and select, active 
and harmony 

• medical - plus, forte, dual layer and 
thrombexin

custom mediven:
• flat knit - 550, cosy 450, mondi 350
• circular knit - comfort, plus, forte

circaid:
• inelastic circaid wraps -  juxtalite®,  

juxtafit®, juxtacures®, graduate™  
and reduction kit™

ready-to-wear product lines custom mediven circaid
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Compression therapy can be challenging for those with therapeutic and lifestyle needs. The 

comprehensive offering of mediven products uses the latest technologies in materials and knitting 

design to construct compression products that help overcome fit and application challenges. 

The knitting process in mediven 
products creates a unique open mesh 
pattern called Acu-Knit.  This delivers 
a multitude of therapeutic and 
compliance benefits to enhance the 
patient experience with the goal of 
creating lifelong customers. 

Compression integrity = maintains compression 
throughout the day and the lifetime of the garment

Compression profile = smooth and accurate 
compression keeps the recommended gradient 
compression level

Comfort = Acu-Knit allows air to recirculate creating 
a natural feel of freshness all day

Durability = Acu-Knit creates stronger materials to 
reduce tears and punctures, without compromising 
therapy

 competitior (left) vs mediven plus (right)
at 40x magnification

innovative compression for life

Acu-Knit 
technology

Why choose 
mediven 
Acu-Knit?Acu-Knit
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Would both women   
get a good fit?

Could Julie find  
her stockings falling  
down and bunching  
at the ankles?

Would both women   
receive accurate 
compression at the ankle?

Would Lisa find her  
stockings hard to put on?
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The answer is of course, 

These women should not be fit with the same size 
stockings. That’s why medi offers the most complete 
range of sizes available today. 

With medi ready-made stockings, all your patients 
receive the proper, custom-like fit and precise 
compression that the doctor prescribed, everytime.

Precision has been the foundation of mediven stocking since their inception. The secret is our ability to consistently 
make a wide range of sizes with specific dimensions to create a nearly customized fit. 

 mediven other brands

 7 5

 2 sometimes

 3/4” 1 1/4” and up

ankle 
sizes

length 
options

ankle size 
range

NO!

8 3/8 
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circumference

Clima Fresh
The integrated Clima Fresh function has an 
antibacterial action to prevent odor formation. 
Bacteria are kept away from the knit and the fiber-
deep hygiene is maintained.

without Clima Fresh

Clima Comfort
Our time-proven Clima Comfort technology has 
been enhanced even further thanks to the very 
latest materials. Moisture is transported outwards 
quickly and reliably. At the same time, the high 
breathability improves air circulation – for a 
pleasant microclimate all year round.

Clima Fresh

Clima Comfort

Should these women be fit with the same size stockings? 
Perfect Fit technology

5 ,  2  ”
Julie

5 ,  8  ”
Lisa
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mediven 
sheer & soft
Timeless stocking for the fashionable woman.

Indications:
• Mild to moderate spider veins.
• Slight to severe varicose veins.
• Mild to moderate edema.
• Tired, achy, heavy legs.
• Helps prevent deep vein thrombosis (DVT).

Features:
• medi's most transparent compression for    

fashion-conscious patients.
• Clima Comfort ensures unparalleled softness, enhanced 

breathability and moisture regulation. 
• Clima Fresh keeps stockings odor-free and fresh.
• Open and closed toe designs provide a reinforced foot   

for superior durability. 
• Acu-Knit textile technology delivers all day therapy for ease of 

application and a custom-fit feeling.

Additional technologies 
found in mediven products:

mediven sheer & soft 

styles

calf
thigh w/lace 

silicone top band panty maternity panty

colors available

compression levels available: 8–15, 15–20, 20–30, 30–40 mmHg
Not all colors available in every style-please refer to dealer price list.

NATURAL CHARCOAL EBONY NAVYTOFFEEWHEAT

NEW color navy

Also available in petite Also available in open toe

Clima Comfort Clima Fresh VarietyPerfect FitSoft Elastic

panty

attractive lace top band
• Hand wash or machine wash only using gentle detergents 

on delicate cycle at 100°F.
• Do not use fabric softeners, chlorine based or Woolite™ 

type detergents.
• Most mediven models are suitable for machine dryers 

using the gentle cycle. Do not dry over heaters, in 
direct sunlight or by wringing out the garments.

• Do not dry clean or iron your medi garments
• Use the medi stocking guardian wash bag to wash your 

compression garments with extra care and to prolong 
their lifespan.

• Follow the specific wear and care instructions provided 
with each product.

Anatomical fit   The Anatomical Fit feature found in many of 
our unisex and men products allow for greater foot size variance 
and provide enhanced comfort.

mediGrip top band  Elastic stockings have two-way stretch 
that allows for comfort during mobility. The mediGrip top band 
helps secure calf-length stockings in place without slippage. 

soft elastic foot Since not all venous health patients require 
edema control in the foot area, some mediven products contain 
a soft elastic foot with reduced compression made for easier 
application and long-term comfort. 

Easy to care and maintenance makes for greater compliance : Most mediven products 
can be machine washed and dried. Although this may not be a technology, it is a BIG contributing factor 
when patients make purchasing decisions and influences their wearing frequency!!

Acu-Knit
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comfort panty top

silicone top band with beaded 
and lace options

Clima Comfort Clima Fresh VarietyPerfect FitSoft Elastic

styles

calf
extra-wide 

calf thigh

thigh with lace or 
beaded silicone 

top band panty
maternity 

panty

colors available

compression levels available: 15–20, 20–30, 30–40 mmHg

mediven comfort

NATURALSANDSTONE NAVY EBONYCHOCOLATEWHEAT

Not all colors available in every style-please refer to mediusa.com.

Also available in petite Also available in open toe

mediven  
comfort
The most comfortable stocking in its class.

Indications:
• Mild to moderate spider veins.
• Slight to severe varicose veins.
• Mild to moderate edema.
• Tired, achy, heavy legs.
• Helps prevent deep vein thrombosis (DVT).

Features:
• Clima Comfort ensures unparalleled softness, enhanced breathability 

and moisture regulation. 
• Clima Fresh keeps stockings odor-free and fresh.
• Semi-transparent fabric helps conceal blemishes with confidence.  
• Soft, luxurious feel provides all-day comfort year round. 
• Acu-Knit textile technology delivers all day therapy for ease of application 

and a custom-fit feeling.
Herringbone-ribbed pattern

 mediGrip 

Herringbone-ribbed pattern detail

Acu-Knit Acu-Knit

mediven 
comfort vitality
The most comfortable stocking in its class - with pattern.

Indications:
• Minor to moderate spider veins.
• Slight to severe varicose veins.
• Mild to moderate edema.
• Tired, achy, heavy legs.
• Helps prevent deep vein thrombosis (DVT).

Features:
• Fashionable, Herringbone-pattern for men and women. 
• mediGrip technology keeps sock in place, thanks to a seamless silicone  top band. 
• Clima Fresh keeps stockings odor-free and fresh.
• Clima Comfort blended with Lanolin keeps legs comfortably dry all day. 
• Available in standard and petite lengths. 
• Acu-Knit textile technology delivers all day therapy for ease of application and a 

custom-fit feeling.

Clima Comfort Perfect FitClima Fresh

Variety Soft ElasticmediGrip®

styles

calf

Also available in petite

colors available

compression levels available: 
15–20, 20–30, 30–40 mmHg

CHARCOALEBONYCHOCOLATE



silicone top band

thigh-length stocking with knitted border

men's leotard

Thigh with waist attachment

mediven  
plus
Broad selection with enhanced containment.

Indications:
• Moderate to severe varicose veins.
• Heavy, achy legs.
• Healed ulcers.
• Early-stage lymphedema.
• Moderate to severe edema.
• Ideal for patients with skin issues (ulcers and staph infections).

Features:
• Opaque coverage conceals blemishes and varicose veins with confidence.
• Strong, durable material for superior support. 
• Clima Comfort provides unmatched softness and breathability,  

keeping legs fresh.  
• Clima Fresh keeps stockings odor-free and fresh.
• Combination of both elastic and inelastic properties  for serious  

edema containment.
• Acu-Knit textile technology delivers all day therapy for ease of application 

and a custom-fit feeling.

styles colors available

calf
calf w/beaded 

silicone top band

extra-wide calf w/
beaded silicone 

top band

thigh 
w/beaded 

silicone top 
band panty

only in open toe

extra-wide calf thigh
thigh with waist 

attachment maternity panty men’s leotard

BEIGE 

BLACK

Not all colors 
available in 
every style- 
please refer to 
mediusa.com.

Also available in petite Also available in open toe

mediven plus

Clima Comfort Clima Fresh VarietyPerfect Fit

calf stocking with open toe

thigh length stocking with open toe

open toe detail

Clima Comfort Perfect FitClima Fresh Variety

mediven  
forte
Comfortable, secure stocking for edema control.

Indications:
• Moderate to severe varicose veins.
• Heavy, achy legs.
• Moderate to severe edema.
• Healed ulcers.
• Early stage lymphedema.
• Helps prevent deep vein thrombosis (DVT).

Features:
• Opaque coverage conceals blemishes and varicose veins with confidence.
• Our strongest material ensures maximum all-day support. 
• Clima Comfort provides exceptional breathability and    

temperature control. 
• Clima Fresh keeps stockings odor-free and fresh.
• Combination of both elastic & inelastic properties for serious  

edema containment.
• Strongest elastic mediven material available.
• Open toe only.

mediven forte

styles

calf
extra-wide 

calf

extra-wide calf 
with beaded 

silicone top band

thigh with 
beaded silicone 

top band

colors available

compression levels  available: 30–40, 40-50 mmHg

CARAMEL

Also available in petite

Acu-Knit
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mediven for men classic & select

styles

calf calf tall extra-wide calf extra-wide calf tall

colors available

classic

select

compression levels available: 8–15, 15–20, 20–30, 30– 40 mmHg

TAN

TAN

GREY

GREY

NAVY BLACK

BLACK

BROWN

Not all colors and styles available in the 8-15mmHg offering - please refer to dmediusa.com.

mediven  
for men classic & select
For dress up or dress down days.

Indications:
• Mild to moderate spider veins.
• Slight to severe varicose veins.
• Mild to moderate edema.
• Tired, achy, heavy legs.
• Helps prevent deep vein thrombosis (DVT).

Classic Features:
• Classic dress sock design for a professional look.
• Lanolin blend provides premium softness and feel. 
• Anatomical left and right foot design for the perfect fit.  
• Clima Fresh keeps stockings odor-free and fresh.
• Acu-Knit textile technology delivers all day therapy for ease of application and a custom-

fit feeling.

Select Features:
• Casual pattern for work and leisure. 
• Soft, plush fabric matches your relaxed lifestyle. 
• Soft, extra-wide mediGrip top band for a comfortable, stay-put fit. 
• Anatomical left and right foot design for the perfect fit. 
• Clima Fresh technology inhibits bacteria growth, keeping legs clean and odor-free.
• Acu-Knit textile technology delivers all day therapy for ease of application and a 

custom-fit feeling.

Clima Comfort Perfect FitClima Fresh Acu-Knit

Acu-Knit Cushioned Sole

Anatomic Fit

LR

Soft Elastic

calf sock

classic pattern showing anatomically shaped 
foot with right and left markings

Features mediGrip

select pattern showing the
 extra-wide top band

only for select 
pattern

Clima Comfort Perfect Fit Variety

mediven       

active
Cushioned sock for active wear.

Indications:
• Mild to moderate spider veins.
• Slight to severe varicose veins.
• Mild to moderate edema.
• Tired, achy, heavy legs.
• Helps prevent deep vein thrombosis (DVT).

Features:
• Energize and maintain healthy legs with a sport sock for active lifestyles.  
• Cushioned foot delivers a stable and secure fit for freedom of movement.
• Performance-based compression profile provides incredible energy return.
• Clima Comfort blend provides exceptional breathability, keeping   

legs dry during activity. 
• Zinc-rich fibers release odors and inhibit bacteria growth, perfect   

for all-day freshness. 
• Acu-Knit textile technology delivers all day therapy for ease of application and 

a custom-fit feeling.

mediven active
styles

calf standard calf tall

BLACKGREYWHITE

compression levels available: 15–20, 20–30 mmHg

colors available

calf sock

articulating flex zone

cushioned sole

Also available tall mediven • 17
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mediven        
dual layer stocking system
Two-layer system for active wound healing.

Indications:
• Active venous ulcers.
• Healed venous ulcers.
• Prevention of reulceration.

Features:
• dual layer system provides accurate compression for effective healing. 
• Easy application 
• One standard length fits men & women. 
• Under liner is soft and flexible. 
• Kit includes 2 liners and 2 outer stockings.
• Designed to work with a primary dressing.
• Clima Fresh keeps stockings odor-free and fresh.
• Ideal for self management of venous ulcer treatment.

Clima Fresh Five Sizes

I
II

III
IV

V

Relevant Codes:
• HCPCS A6531 gradient compression stocking, below knee, 30-40 
mmHg, each. Report with correct modifiers, RT (right) and/or LT (left).
• HCPCS A6532 gradient compression stocking, below knee, 40-50 
mmhg, each. Report with correct modifiers, RT (right) and/or LT (left).
• Code usage should be verified by responsible parties in accordance 
with all published guidelines.

styles

calf

colors available

liner only

compression levels 
available: 30-40 
and 40-50 mmHg

*When both liner and stocking are worn together.

mediven dual layer stocking system 
30-40 and 40-50 mmHg* closed toe

BEIGE 

WHITE

soft top band on liner and outer stocking

closed toe liner and open toe outer stocking

All mediven dual 
layer stocking 
systems include 
an easy to use 
donning aid!

mediven size charts

mediven sheer & soft 8–15 mmHg thigh and panty

select by shoe size

4-5

5½ –7½

8–10

10½–12

S

M

L

XL

mediven sheer & soft 
8–15mmHg calfWeight in Pounds

mediven sheer&soft,  comfort,  vitality, active ,for men classic & select  15-20, 20-30, 30-40 mmHg size chart

circumference I II III IV V VI VII
panty & thigh 16½”– 22½”

42 –57 cm
17¾”– 24¼”
45–61.5 cm

19¼”– 26¼”
49–66.5 cm

20½”– 28¾”
52–73 cm

22”– 31”
56–79 cm

23¾”– 33¼”
60–84.5 cm

25½”– 34½”
64–87.5 cm

extra-wide calf
N/A N/A

16½”– 19½”
42–49.5 cm

17¾” – 20¾”
45–53 cm

19”– 22”
48 – 56 cm

20¼”– 23¼”
51.5–59 cm

21½”– 24½”
54.5– 62 cm

calf 11”– 14”
28–35.5 cm

11¾”– 15¼”
30–39 cm

12¾”– 16½”
32.5–42 cm

13¾”– 17¾”
35–45 cm

14½”– 19”
37–48.5 cm

15½”– 20¼”
39.5–51.5 cm

16¼”– 21½”
41.5–54.5 cm

ankle 7”– 7¾”
18–20 cm

8”– 8¾”
20.5–22.5 cm

9”– 9¾”
23–25 cm

10”– 10¾”
25.5–27.5 cm

11”– 11¾”
28–30 cm

12”– 13”
30.5–33 cm

13¼”– 14¼”
33.5–36 cm

leg length  calf4  standard: 15”–19” (38–47.5 cm)   petite: 12–15” (31–38 cm)
 panty & thigh4  Standard: 28”–34” (71–86.5 cm)   petite: 23”–28” (58.5–71 cm)

mediven plus and forte size 20-30, 30-40, 40-50 mmHg size chart

circumference I II III IV V VI VII
panty & thigh 15”– 22½”

38 –57 cm
16”– 24¼”
41–62 cm

17¼”– 26¼”
44–67 cm

18½”– 28¼”
47–72 cm

22”– 31”
56–79 cm

21”– 32¼”
53–82 cm

22¼”– 34¼”
56–87 cm

thigh
w/silicone top band

16½”– 19¼”
42–49 cm

17¾”– 20¾”
45–53 cm

19”– 22¼”
48–57 cm

20½”– 24”
52–61 cm

22”– 25¾”
56–65 cm

23½”– 27½”
60–70 cm

25”– 29”
64–74 cm

extra-wide calf  
w/ silicone top band
w/out silicone top band

13¼”– 15”
34–38 cm

14½”– 16½”
37–42 cm

15¾”– 18”
40–46 cm

17”– 19½”
43–50 cm

18”– 21”
46–54 cm

19¼”– 22¾”
49–58 cm

20½”– 24½”
52–62 cm

calf
w/ silicone top band
w/out silicone top band

10¼”– 13¼”
26–34 cm

11”– 14½”
28–37 cm

11¾”– 15¾”
30–40 cm

12½”– 17”
32–43 cm

13¼”– 18”
34–46 cm

14¼”– 19¼”
36–49 cm

15”– 20½”
38–52 cm

ankle 6½”– 7¼”
16.5–18.5 cm

7½”– 8¼”
19–21 cm

8½”– 9¼”
21.5–23.5 cm

9½”– 10¼”
24–26 cm

10½”– 11¼”
26.5–28.5 cm

11½”– 12½”
29–32 cm

12¾”– 13¾”
32.5–35 cm

leg length  calf4  standard: 15”– 19” (38–47.5 cm)   petite: 12”– 15” (31–38 cm)
 panty & thigh4  standard: 28”– 34” (71–86.5 cm)   petite: 23”– 28” (58.5–71 cm)

mediven dual layer stocking system size chart

circumference S M L XL XXL
calf 11”– 15”

28–38 cm
12¼”– 16½”

31–42 cm
13½”– 18”
34–46 cm

14½”– 19½”
37–50 cm

18”– 22”
46–56 cm

ankle 7”– 8½”
18–21.5 cm

8½”– 9¾”
21.5–25 cm

9¾”– 11”
25–28 cm

11”– 12½”
28–32 cm

12½”– 14½”
32–37 cm

leg length standard: 15”– 19” (38–47.5 cm)
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The duomed compression line delivers effective venous disease management in a comprehensive 

range of colors and styles, all backed by the medi product guarantee. duomed is the full solution 

provider in the compression therapy segment that checks all of the boxes of quality, service, 

selection and price.

duomed by medi

 
value you can trust

duomed 

duomed transparent
A sheer, fashionable compression stocking for women.

Indications:
• Mild to moderate spider veins.
• Slight to severe varicose veins.
• Mild to moderate edema.
• Tired, achy, heavy legs.
• Helps prevent Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT).

Features:
• Guaranteed graduated compression for improved leg health.
• Sheer material for a fashionable look.
• Lightweight material for comfortable all-day wear.
• Thigh garments with comfortable lace silicone top band.
• Fashionable styles to match any outfit.
• Smooth, breathable fiber blend is easy to apply.

styles

calf
thigh with lace 

silicone topband panty

colors available

compression levels available: 15–20, 20–30 mmHg

NUDE BLACK

Also available in petite

transparent 15-20, 20-30 mmHg size chart
Leg Circumference

Le
g 

Le
ng

th

Ankle

Calf

Panty

Thigh 

S M L XL XXL
20-26"

(51-66 cm)
22-28"

(56-71 cm)
24-30"

(61-76 cm)
26-31.5"

(66-80 cm)
27.5-32.35"
(70-82 cm)

19.25-24.5"
(49-62 cm)

21.25-26.75"
(54-68 cm)

23.75-29"
(60-74 cm)

25.5-30.25"
(65-77 cm)

27.5-32.35"
(70-82 cm)

11-15"
(28-38 cm)

12-16.5"
(31-42 cm)

13.5-18"
(34-46 cm)

14.5-19.75"
(37-50 cm)

17.5-21.5"
(44-54 cm)

7.5-8.75"
(19-22 cm)

8.5-9.75"
(22-25 cm)

9.75-11"
(25-28 cm)

11-12.25"
(28-31 cm)

12-13.5"
(31-34 cm)

15-17.5"
(39-44 cm)

13-15"
(34-38 cm)

PetiteStandard

cC

cG

cB

Leg Length

calf

thigh & panty 28.25-32.75"
(72-83 cm)

24.25-28"
(62-71 cm)

NEW

duomed transparent calf in nude

duomed transparent thigh in nude

duomed transparent panty in black

duomed transparent scalloped top band
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duomed advantage calf in almond

duomed advantage thigh in black

duomed advantage panty in beige

duomed advantage
A soft, opaque stocking for men and women.

Indications:
• Mild to moderate spider veins.
• Slight to severe varicose veins.
• Mild to moderate edema.
• Tired, achy, heavy legs.
• Helps prevent Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT).

Features:
• Guaranteed graduated compression for improved leg health.
• Opaque, durable material to hide blemishes.
• All open toe garments come with donning aid.
• Thigh garments designed with comfortable beaded silicone top band.

styles

calf
thigh  with beaded 

silicone topband panty
maternity 

panty

colors available

compression levels  available: 15–20, 20–30, 30–40 
mmHg

BEIGE ALMOND BLACK

Also available in petite Also available in open toe

advantage 15-20, 20-30,30-40 mmHg size chart
Leg Circumference

Le
g 

Le
ng

th

Ankle

Calf

Calf

Panty

Thigh 

X-wide

S M L XL XXL
20-26"

(51-66 cm)
22-28"

(56-71 cm)
24-30"

(61-76 cm)
26-31.5"

(66-80 cm)
27.5-32.35"
(70-82 cm)

19.25-24.5"
(49-62 cm)

21.25-26.75"
(54-68 cm)

23.75-29"
(60-74 cm)

25.5-30.25"
(65-77 cm)

27.5-32.35"
(70-82 cm)

N/A N/A 17-20"
(43-51 cm)

18-22"
(46-56 cm)

20-24"
(51-61 cm)

11-15"
(28-38 cm)

12-16.5"
(31-42 cm)

13.5-18"
(34-46 cm)

14.5-19.75"
(37-50 cm)

17.5-21.5"
(44-54 cm)

7.5-8.75"
(19-22 cm)

8.5-9.75"
(22-25 cm)

9.75-11"
(25-28 cm)

11-12.25"
(28-31 cm)

12-13.5"
(31-34 cm)

15-17.5"
(39-44 cm)

13-15"
(34-38 cm)

PetiteStandard

cC

cG

cB

Leg Length

calf

thigh & panty 28.25-32.75"
(72-83 cm)

24.25-28"
(62-71 cm)

duomed patriot in black

detail of ribbed pattern

duomed relax in black

duomed relax in white

duomed patriot
The classic, ribbed dress sock for men. 

Indications:
• Mild to moderate spider veins.
• Slight to severe varicose veins.
• Mild to moderate edema.
• Tired, achy, heavy legs.
• Helps prevent Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT).

Features:
• Guaranteed graduated compression for      

improved leg health.
• Opaque material to hide blemishes.
• Classic ribbed design seamlessly matches any outfit.
• Comfortable, breathable material for all-day wear.
•  All colors available in all styles & compression levels.

styles

calf

colors available

compression levels available: 
15-20,20–30, 30-40 mmHg

BLACK TANNAVY

duomed relax
Cushioned compression sock for casual footwear. 

Indications:
•  Mild to moderate spider veins.
• Slight to severe varicose veins.
• Mild to moderate edema.
• Tired, achy, heavy legs.
• Helps prevent Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT).

Features:
• Guaranteed graduated compression for 
   improved leg health.
• Cushioned foot bed ensures all-day comfort.
• Opaque material to hide blemishes.
• Soft, flexible fabric is easy to apply.

styles

calf

colors available

compression levels available: 
15-20,20–30 mmHg

BLACK WHITE

relax & patriot  size chart

Calf

Ankle

Le
g 

Le
ng

th

cC

cB

S M L XL XXL
11-15”

(28-38 cm)
12-16.5”

(31-42 cm)
13.5-18”

(34-46 cm)
14.5-19.75”
(37-50 cm)

17.5-21.5”
(44-54 cm)

7.5-8.75”
(19-22 cm)

8.5-9.75”
(22-25 cm)

9.75-11”
(25-28 cm)

11-12.25”
(28-31 cm)

12-13.5”
(31-34 cm)

Leg Length 15-17.5”
(39-44 cm)

Standard

Leg Circumference
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The Rejuva portfolio of products is a fashion-foward line of compression legwear that complements 

products from the mediven line. Use the Rejuva pattern products to spice up generic attire. Some 

may think Rejuva appeals to  a younger demographic, but all generations will find a product to suit 

their style.

Motley 
Stripe
Blue/Black
Coral

Houndstooth
Black & White

Dot
Ash
Buff
Black

Sheer
Buff
Black

Stripe
Navy/Green
Gray/Teal 

Floral
Black

Freedom
Blue
Gray
Black

Diamond
Black

Opaque 
Pantyhose 
Charcoal

Sheer 
Pantyhose 
Buff
Black

Camo
Black/Gray
Pink
Green

Spot
Blue/Royal
Gray/Blush

Argyle
Smoke 
Chestnut

Herringbone
Marine
Charcoal

KneeHighs™

15-20 mmHg

Leggings
Footless 
(sheer" and "stirrup" 
option, both are black)

Multiple colors 
and compression 
levels available.

Stylish compression
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TALL COMPRESSION SOCKS 3.0

COMPRESSION LOW CUT SOCKS 3.0

COMPRESSION SHORT SOCKS 3.0

Today’s market leader in athletic compression legwear was first embraced in the endurance 

sport industry and has been adopted across many sport genres for performance, recovery and 

injury prevention. CEP products may be used by some of today’s greatest athletes but are highly 

recommended for every skill level. Regardless of the sport or the ability, CEP has the right product 

for every athlete. 

SOCKS & SLEEVESSIZE CHARTS KNEE-HIGH SOCKS & CALF SLEEVES

Measure your calf  
circumference at  
the widest point.

CALF 
CIRCUMFERENCE

IN INCH 9.5 - 12 12.5 - 15 15.5 - 17.5 18 - 20
IN CM 25 - 31 32 - 38 39 - 44 45 - 50

WOMEN II III IV –

MEN – III IV V

COMPRESSION CALF SLEEVES 3.0

ADDITIONAL COLORS
ARE AVAILABLE!
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Product lengths may differ from body measurements.

circaid juxtalite & juxtalite hd

l B
–D

circaid  juxtalite &     
juxtalite hd lower leg
The proven inelastic compression wrap.

juxtalite Indications:
• Mild edema
• CVI
• Active & healed venous ulcers       

          
 

• Moderate edema
• CVI
• Active & healed venous ulcers
• Phlebolymphedema

Features:
• Multiple compression levels (20-30, 30-40, 40-50 mmHg).
• juxtaposed band system allows for easy application and instant  

adjustability without removal.
• Built-In-Pressure system (BPS™) guide card provides targeted   

compression ranges for prescribed dosage.
• Silpure added to prevent static, odor and propagation of bacteria in the garment.
• Perfect fit with 8 sizes & 2 lengths.
• 6-month warranty.
• Machine washable.

Includes:
• circaid juxtalite and juxtalite hd system includes 1 legging, 1 pair of compressive 

undersocks, and 1 Built-In-Pressure System (BPS) guide card
• circaid power added compression band™ (pac band™) or juxtalite ankle foot   
   wrap can be purchased separately.

juxtalite  hd Indications:

circaid juxtalite with pac band

circaid juxtalite hd with 
compressive undersocks

juxtalock™ band

Easy, Measurable, Effective

circaid is a full line of inelastic compression therapy wraps for treatment of venous health and 
lymphatic conditions. The circaid mascot is the giraffe, the tallest animal in the world. Yet, due to its 
inelastic skin, it does not suffer from venous or edema conditions.

The juxtalite products make up the venous health segment of the circaid portfolio. The juxtalite 
products are a perfect alternative to elastic compression due to the juxtaposed application straps. 
This ease of application is why juxtalite is the most popular compression wrap in wound care. 

circumference in centimeters

size S M M – X 
full calf L L – X 

full calf XL XL – X 
full calf XXL 

c C 26 – 36 33 – 44 44 – 54 41 – 51 51 – 61 37 – 48 48 – 61 53 – 64
c B 19 – 22 22 – 27 22 – 27 25 – 32 25 – 32 30 – 37 30 – 37 35 – 42

actual product length in centimeters
size short long

l  B – D 28 33

leg length short long
l floor–D1 <44 >44
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medi day gel

Benefits
• Fresh feeling all-day long.
• Reduces the feeling of tension and skin sensitivity.
• Contains horse chestnut for firmer vessel walls.
• Refreshing menthol and witch hazel stabilizes 

the tissue structure.
• Available in 50 mL tubes.

Use day gel directly before applying compression 
garments.

medi night creme

Benefits
• For a comforting recovery over night.
• Enhances the regeneration of distressed skin.
• Jojoba oils provide a soothing action on the 

outer skin layer. 
• Available in 50 mL tubes.

Apply night creme after taking compression garments 
off  for a relaxing night's sleep.

it stays!® 

• This adhesive securely and comfortably holds 
knee-high stockings, thigh-high stockings and arm 
sleeves in place.

• it stays! is odorless, hypo-allergenic and easy to 
wash away. 

medi care™ wash

• medi care wash is an advanced detergent, specially 
formulated to clean mediven stockings and sleeves.

• This pure, organic and biodegradeable solution is 
specially formulated to safely remove accumulated 
body oils and perspiration from garment fibers.

• Contains stocking application gloves, medi care 
wash and easy care wash bag.

mediven  compliance kit

• Sizes: small, medium, large and X-Large.
• Available in individual pairs and in boxes of 12. 

medi textile gloves

 

At medi, compression therapy is a 

comprehensive solution. Our medi 

compliance solutions assist our patients 

with application, skin care and the 

laundering of garments to create the 

most positive patient experiences using 

our products.

medi compliance 
solutions

medi butler

Features:
• Optimal 20 degree angle for ease of use.
• Promotes patient compliance and 

independence.
• Time saving 
• Protects garment from misuse

medi butler 
item # 90002

20�

medi "big" butler

• Larger diameter allows     
for extra-wide calf circumferences.

medi "big" butler
Item # 90000

medi assure butler

• The economical donning option.

assure butler 
item # 90007

medi butler off

• The medi butler off enables easy 
removal of your compression stockings 
by extending your reach.

• Application aid (comes standard with 
all mediven open toe products).

• For use with open-toe products and 
arm sleeves.

• One size fits all.

• Donning and doffing aid for  
compression stockings and arm 
sleeves.

• For open and closed toe garments
• Hard-wearing and tear-resistant
• Light and very compact 

easy on foot slipper 2 in 1 application aid
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medi USA
6481 Franz Warner Parkway
Whitsett, NC 27377
T 800-633-6334
F 888-570-4554
mediusa.com P0043 Rev E 

Please join our medi USA 
channel on Youtube 
medi YouTube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/user/
mediUSAvideos

Please join us on Twitter @
mediWoundcare.
medi Wound Care Twitter
https://twitter.com/mediwoundcare
@mediWoundCare

Please join us on our group medi 
Facebook pages: medi USA, medi 
Lymphology and circaid® 
medical products.




